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Abstract

Secure  transaction  of  money  is  the  prime  concern  of  banking  industries  for  establishing  a  strong

banking network worldwide. By the vast uses of Automated Teller Machine (ATM) in this industry

transaction  of  money  has  become  easier  for  the  customers.  But  the  system  needs  more  secure

transaction method for avoiding unwanted incidents. Smart and secure transaction through ATM is the

thing people want now a days. For making the transaction through ATM more reliable as well as smart

a biometric based system along with an android application has been approached in this research paper.

The system consists of a fingerprint-based device which is connected with the ATM software and a

personalized mobile application for user. Using the application customer can make a 1:1 connection

with the ATM software. For transaction customer can control the account using the mobile application

and make transaction command which is also connected with the central server. At the very last stage

customer needs to give finger print on the designated device for verifying the account holder’s presence

during the transaction. In this way the less safe ATM card system can be replaced with a smart and

secure system. Testing of the system using a custom-made ATM software along with fingerprint sensor

justify the authenticity as well as efficiency of the system.

Keywords—fingerprint sensor, ATM banking, mobile application
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Services  related  to  banking  is  used  by most  of  the  people  worldwide.  With  the  help  of

emerging technologies people can now enjoy the banking facilities for twenty-four hours a

day. Services like online banking, Automated Teller Machine (ATM) etc. helps the customer

to use transaction services without thinking about the banking hours. For cash transaction

ATM is the vastly used system in the whole world. Using a designated ATM card people can

easily withdraw cash money from wherever they want. With this very much useful service

there are also chance of facing unwanted incidents like hacking passwords of ATM cards and

many more. For avoiding these types of incidents more secure and smart transaction system

needs to developed. 

In the current ATM system using a card anyone can withdraw cash from someone’s account if

he  has  the ATM card pin.  As password-based system can be  hacked so people can face

unwanted problems if they lost their ATM card or their ATM card pin. For securing ATM

based transaction system there needs to introduce more authentic and complex verification

system for avoiding undesired loose. With a vast scope of research and development the topic

has been selected for this research paper.

Biometric based authentication is getting popular day by day. As this type of system verify

the biological data which is unique for every person so it can secure any system rather than

any  password-based  technique.  With  the  thought  of  implementing  this  biometric  based

authentication system for  securing ATM based transaction a  fingerprint  recognition-based

system has been approached in this research paper. In the proposed system a custom-made



finger print device has been connected with the ATM. Using a custom designed personalized

mobile application people can easily establish a 1:1 connection with the ATM machine via

Bluetooth communication facilities into the fingerprint device. The mobile application is also

connected with the central server. So, using the mobile application people can easily make

command of transaction but before the final confirmation they need to give the fingerprint in

the designated device so that the system can make a credible authentication of the account

owner.  This  type  of  systems  can  replace  the  pin-based  ATM  card  system to  secure  the

banking transactions.

1.2 Literature Review

Investigating related works which has been done previously enrich our knowledge about the

topic and give us the scope of research and updates on the designated topic. For this research

a  couple of  related  works  has  been explored.  In  the  research  paper  [1]  an Aadhaar  card

number  based  biometric  log  in  system has  been described for  internet  banking in  India.

Aadhaar card is basically a national Identity card and every citizen has a unique ID number

which carries biometric information about the card holder. In the next research paper [2] a

face scanning ATM system has been approached where the system only allows the transaction

when it can scan the customers face. In the research work [3] a fingerprint based biometric

authentication system has been proposed for managing multiple bank accounts for a single

person.  In  this  system  client  can  access  multiple  bank  accounts  through  their  unique

fingerprint.  In  the  next  research  work  [4]  a  biometric  based  secure  approach  has  been

proposed with SMS services which uses J2EE technology. After analyzing all these related

research works it can be said that there are different approaches taken by many researchers

for introducing biometric based authentication system for banking industry. In this research a

biometric  fingerprint-based system is  also proposed with a  custom designed personalized
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mobile  application  which  can  control  the  command  instead  of  ATM  cards  and  this

differentiate the research from other research works.

1.3 Reasons for problem selection 

The banking security  systems we have  right  now, do they  all  provide the  security  to  its

maximum capacity? Are we still not facing a lot of problems in terms of keeping our banking

secure and easy? In my perspective currently, the banking system is at risk. We use ATM

cards, which is not fully safe. People suffer remembering their pin numbers. Sometime the

users have to try several times. At the same time, now we are living in an age, where almost a

lot of things are in biometric, the unique identity of any human being. In the very near future,

our passwords/pin will be replaced by fingerprints. Using fingerprints recognition instead of

pin/password is the next generation security level, but this still didn’t get much attention in

our country. Hence, I have selected this problem as my topic.

1.4 Research Review

The HSBC Mobile Banking, manages your money on the move and around the clock with

this secure Personal Banking app from HSBC. This is an application for mobile banking.

Tap ‘n Pay, three layers of security via NFC Card, PIN Number, OTP (One Time Password).

The customers go to the nearest agent and pay via NFC card, PIN number and OTP security.

Tap ‘n Pay is a unique product of Mobility iTap Pay (Bangladesh) Limited. It refers to the 4th

generation technology of Mobile Financial Service (MFS) through use of terminal and a near

field communication (NFC) based card or any other object integrated with NFC Tag.

I  have  found a research  on the existing global  banks which are  using  biometric  in  their

operations [11]. The list of 121 global banks is given below;
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Table 1: The list of 121 banks using biometric in the world

If we do the mathematics, among the 121 banks around the world, 52% of the banks in Asia

uses biometric technology and the second continent is the America with 32%, 9% in Europe,

6% in Africa and 1% in Australia [11]. Shown in fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Percentage of Banks using Biometric in the world

Surprisingly, the most used biometric technique which are being used in the world’s banks is

fingerprint. Approximately 48% of the banks use fingerprint in their different operations. The

finger vein pattern and the voice biometric is the next biometric technologies that is being

used mostly by the banks with about 12%. Other biometric technologies with less than 10%

are respectively:  hand vein, iris, signature, hand geometry, face, keystroke and hand scan.

[11]
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Figure 2: Percentage of biometric techniques being used

Comparison between the fingerprint scanners:

There are three types of scanner: Optical, Capacitive and Ultrasonic scanner. 

In  old  times  the  Optical  and capacitive  fingerprint  technology creates  a  2D  scan  of  the

fingerprint. Where the Optical fingerprint is the oldest & uses LED light to capture the image

of  finger  ridges  and  valleys.  While  the Capacitive scanner uses  electrical  signals  for  the

mapping of the fingerprint. And the Ultrasonic uses a very high-frequency ultrasonic sound to

creates a detailed 3D model of the scanned fingerprint.

Optical Scanner: As the Optical or capacitive fingerprint technology use light or electronic

pulses  to  create  a  2D  blueprint  of  your  finger.  It  is  easy  to  fool  an Optical  fingerprint

sensor by a high-resolution photo or a fake scan of a fingertip. It is also slow as compared to

others, there is also a visibility issue for sensors which can result in lower recognition rates in

strong  sunlight.  In  term of  speed,  the optical fingerprint  sensor  is  slowest  among  others.

The Optical finger sensor uses arrays of LEDs as a flash to light up the picture. It captures the

picture of fingerprint like a photograph and uses algorithms to detect unique patterns on the

surface,  such  as  ridges,  marks  and  analyze  the  lightest  &  darkest  areas  of  the  image.

Nowadays,  the Optical  fingerprint  is  also used as In-display fingerprint  sensors,  in many

mobiles like oneplus 6t, vivo,Nokia. 

Capacitive Scanner: The Capacitive fingerprint scanner works better than that of optical, it is

faster  & It  is  not  easy  to  fool  the  scanner,  as  it  uses  an  electric  pulse.

The Capacitive fingerprint  scanner  is  a  bit  faster  than Ultrasonic  fingerprint  sensor.  The

Ultrasonic  fingerprint  sensor  has  about  250-millisecond  latency  for  unlocking.

The capacitive scanner uses capacitors, which can store electrical charge, also it uses many

tiny capacitor circuits to collect data about a fingerprint. On placing a finger on the screen,
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the charge in the capacitor will change slightly, while an air gap will leave the charge at the

capacitor relatively unchanged. An op-amp integrator circuit is used to track these changes,

which is then recorded by an analog-to-digital converter.

Ultrasonic fingerprint sensor: It is best among all, in term of accuracy. It has an error rate of

1%, and can operate through thin materials, such as plastic,  glass, or aluminum. It  scans

through up to 800 µm of glass and up to 650 µm of aluminum and works through dirt, grime,

water or even oil. since sound waves can travel through them all. The Ultrasonic hardware

consists of a transmitter and a receiver. An ultrasonic pulse placed over the scanner, transmits

against the finger, the pulse bounced back to the sensor. Depending upon the ridges & pores,

it creates a detailed 3D reproduction of the scanned fingerprint.

Therefore, from the above comparison, we can see that either the capacitive scanner or the

ultrasonic  scanner  can  be  a  good fit  for  this  automation  software.  Capacitive  scanner  is

accurate, safe and it is good in terms of speed. So, we have chosen capacitive scanner for this

research topic. 

1.5 Challenges to overcome

In order to develop the entire system, there are many challenges since the entire system has

automated machine to machine socket communication and detection. After that verification

and finalization. The major challenge will be;

 Detecting real human being: Capacitive scanners is the solution. The system consists 

of capacitive scanner which ensures the detection of real human being. A capacitive 

scanner has a capacitor to store little electrical charge in it, which is more difficult to 

fool. Also, a fake plastic finger will not contain electrical charge in it, as a result the 

scanner will detect a fake finger. 
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 Detecting the real time access: The capacitive scanner and a very secure software to

detect real time access. The ATM will detect the mobile application once the user

establishes a connection. There will be session timeout process which will disable the

establishment  after  a  certain  time.  The  user  will  put  his  finger  on  the  capacitive

scanner, which measures the fingerprint electrically. Instead of creating a traditional

image  of  a  fingerprint,  capacitive  fingerprint  scanners  use  arrays  tiny  capacitor

circuits to collect data about a fingerprint. As capacitors can store electrical charge,

connecting them up to conductive plates on the surface of the scanner allows them to

be used to track the details of a fingerprint. The charge stored in the capacitor will be

changed slightly when a finger’s ridge is placed over the conductive plates, while an

air  gap  will  leave  the  charge  at  the  capacitor  relatively  unchanged.  An  op-amp

integrator circuit is used to track these changes, which can then be recorded by an

analogue-to-digital converter. This process will ensure the real time user, because the

air gap is not possible with a real time user.
 Machine to machine communication establishment: Automatic socket programming

which ensure the detection  of  the machines  (mobile  phones)  near  to  the  machine

(ATM) and collect  data  from the  server  about  the  user  who requests  access.  The

socket programming ensures the communication and data transferring between the

machines. The machine (ATM) will collect data from the cloud using the existing

secure channel and store data itself.  the desktop software will be developed in the

development process which is an automated fingerprint identification system. In order

to transfer data between the machines, it uses restful API within the software. SQLite

database,  stores  the  data  within the  android application,  which  makes the  process

easier for the user and also it makes the interface user-friendly
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Implementation of fingerprint banking security system faces multiple challenges. Detecting

real  human  being,  real  time  and  machine  to  machine  connection  are  the  three  major

challenge. In terms of solving them, I’ve come up with concepts and procedures.

Capacitive fingerprint scanners are the popular type which is mostly used in smartphones.

The work principle is that if the distance is short enough, it’s possible to transfer electricity

from a capacitor and the skin. It has capacitor within itself. At the scale of such capacitors,

fingerprint ridges are like hills and valleys. Ridges will seem closer to the capacitor, and more

electricity will flow away. If you have an array or a grid of capacitors (the more, the higher

the resolution), they can act like pixels with varying gray-level intensity (higher electricity

flow, darker pixel), thus forming a 2D fingerprint image. It’s complex, very robust and only

works  with  skin.  

One can’t fool it with a piece of paper, and if you try to make a mold of a real fingerprint, you

need  to  find  a  material  that  has  the  same  conductivity  as  skin.  Not  impossible,  but

inconvenient enough to weed out most perps.

The downside of capacitive fingerprint readers is that they can’t work if the finger isn’t clean,

or has water/sweat on it because that changes the conductivity upon which the system is built.

Also, they don’t work behind metal. That’s why there’s always a visible fingerprint reader.

In order to detect real time human being, capacitive fingerprint scanner is the best concept to

use. This scanner works with capacitor which passes electricity. The main advantage of a

capacitive scanner is that it requires a real fingerprint-type shape, rather than the pattern of

light and dark that makes up the visual impression of a fingerprint. This makes the system

harder to trick. Additionally, since they use a semiconductor chip rather than a CCD unit,

capacitive scanners tend to be more compact that optical devices
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Figure 3: Capacitive Scanner diagram

1.6 Biometric & Banking, why it’s difficult?

 Easily  hackable/Easy  to  find  -  A fingerprint  is  easy  to  find.  You  can  get  the

fingerprints of any specific person from his house/office/car/papers.
 Big repercussions - By any chance if the fingerprint is stolen, then it will be hard to

replace and regenerate  a  new fingerprint,  but  in  text-based password it  is  easy to

regenerate a new password at any time.
 Lack of revocability - Cannot be replaced easily like password, once a fingerprint is

associated with a user, it will be a complex process to change it later
 Biometrics aren't for everyone - not for everyone, disable person might not be able to

use it, without internet cannot use it, without smartphones cannot use it

The advantages of biometric technology are given below;
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1. Biometric technology is very useful for ID verification 
2. Accuracy is one of the main advantages associated with biometric technology. The high

individual  identification  accuracy  is  why a  lot  of  companies  use  biometrics  for  their

security purposes. Biometrics relies on the use unique physical traits rendering a very

accurate technique of authenticating end users. 
3. Biometric  characteristics  cannot  be  recreated  or  stolen,  biometric  systems  present  a

superior level of security
4. It  is  hard to  be damaged or changed.  The behavioral  and physical  elements  used for

biometric verification such as fingerprints, iris/retina, voice, pulse, DNA, vein, etc. are

less in danger to damage and sudden changes.
5. It is less time consuming, dependable, user friendly, hard to falsify, requires negligible

training,  is  inexpensive  and  accesses  distinctive  recognition  features  of  individuals

resulting in accurate verification.
6. Biometric technology can be used in a lot of industries, means the same concept can be

reproduced for security and accuracy
7. It  can  be  effectively  used  in  forensics.  This  technology  can  be  utilized  for  criminal

identification and prison security. 
8. Biometric technology can meet the increased requirement for accurate verification when

accessing accounts, it turns out to be the best and most suitable solution for secure mobile

transaction identification.
9. It can be used to access to ATMs, cellular phones, smart cards, desktop PCs, workstations,

and computer networks etc.
10. With biometrics technology, fingerprints won’t be lost and can’t be attained by someone

else. You do not have to remember and write down the fingerprints like password/PIN.

1.7 Proposed solution to the problems

 Fingerprints are easy to get, but my proposed system is very complex and uses very

secure software, as a result it will not be possible to get access to the account even if

12



you know the fingerprints.  My system will  detect plastic  or any other no-realistic

finger very easily, it will detect if the finger is not real time also. 
 The reason behind introducing fingerprint banking system is to ensure that the user

have uniform identity, which will never be repeated. This system can perform more

secure than the existing system where people use passwords to get access to their

account.
 Again, the secure software will ensue that you do not have to change it frequently.

This  biometric  system  is  the  ultimate  secure  channel  and  ensures  secure  money

transfer in a very short time.

Therefore, this automation includes capacitive fingerprint scanner which will detect a real

time fingerprint image. The 1:1 connection between your mobile phone and the ATM will

ensure secure connection and identify the user even before the user puts the fingerprint. The

mobile application will be real time synced with the server, which ensures the security of the

user profile and the account.

Chapter 2

System Analysis and Research Methodology

2.1 System Analysis & Design

Analyzing biological data for authentication is safe and credible option than any password-

based authentication system. With the motive of developing a biometric smart authentication

13



system for  banking industry  a  fingerprint  based  complex authentication  system has  been

proposed in this research. 

Figure 4.1. Complete System Block Diagram 

The  flow diagram of  the  prototype  [figure  4  .1]  is  given  above.  There  are  six  steps  to

complete the entire process and successfully exchange money between the account holder

and the  bank account.  This  is  the most  challenging part  in  my thesis.  The six steps  are

described below;

1. Establish 1:1 connection with the ATM, send account_id to the ATM and receive atm_id

from the ATM
2. Input account_id from the user through the UI of the mobile application 
3. The ATM establishes connection with the server and use the secure channel to identify the

user and collect data from the server
4. Take input of fingerprint from the user using the capacitive scanner through the ATM

machine
5. Compare the two-fingerprint received from the central server and the ATM scanner input
6. If matches, send acknowledgement to the server with data and enable access (atm_id and

device_id,acount_id)

14



Figure 4.2. Information flow Diagram 

As discussed above 1:1 connection with the ATM will be done in a secure channel. After the

connection is established, it will share its id from the database and sync with the user. 

Once  a  user  comes  within  a  network  of  an  ATM  machine,  it  will  auto  establish  the

connection. Every customer/user will have an android application installed in their phone, on

the other hand every ATM machine will have desktop software installed in their CPU. This

two software will exchange ids within themselves through API. The first connection will be

established at that moment. The ATM machine will detect the customer/user’s unique id, if

that matches with its central server then the first 1:1 connection will be established. In the

second step, the customer/user will input account_id in the given mobile application through

its user interface. The ATM then will establish a connection with the server and use the secure

15



channel to identify the user and collect data from the server regarding that user. In the third

step, the customer/user will insert fingerprints into the machine. The ATM machine will have

capacitive scanner integrated in it. 

Capacitive fingerprint scanners generate an image of the ridges and valleys that make up a

fingerprint. But instead of sensing the print using light, the capacitors use electrical current.

In the capacitive fingerprint scanner, the sensor is made up of one or more semiconductor

chips containing an array of tiny cells. Each cell includes two conductor plates, covered with

an insulating layer. The cells are tiny -- smaller than the width of one ridge on a finger. The

functions of capacitive scanner is discussed more in this paper section 1.4

The ATM receives the fingerprint from the customer/user via capacitive scanner, as it has

already stored the customer/user’s data earlier from second step, now it matches two of the

fingerprints, the one which it has received from the capacitive scanner and the second is from

the customer’s profile via secure channel from data server. All of the connection will happen

within a secure channel of APIs. 

Finally,  if  the  fingerprint  matches,  the  ATM  will  give  access  of  the  account  to  the

customer/user  and  will  let  the  customer/user  make  transactions.  The  mobile  device  will

connect with the nearest free channel. 

There are  several  challenges  to  face  to  secure  the channel.  This  system will  choose one

existing secure channel, which is being used for the ATM machine, but it will enable the new

era of banking security system by enabling easy and reliable banking. Biometric banking

security system is not new, but secure fingerprint recognition for banking is a unique concept.

I have introduced two layers of security; in first step the 1:1 connection between the android

mobile app and the ATM machine and in second step the connection happens between the

android mobile application and the data server via ATM machine.
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2.2 Methodology

Collecting biometric data from the customer and sending those data to the central server is an

important task for this system. For ensuring a structured process of biometric data collection

a custom designed software has been developed named the ATM admin software using C#

programming  language.  In  the  software  customer  can  submit  bank  account  number,  pin

number  and  the  fingerprint.  After  collecting  the  data  from  the  customer,  the  software

automatically  generated a folder  in  the central  server  and save those data.  By using this

software authority  can input  data  regarding the existing ATM booths.  ATM booth’s  GPS

location, address and 

Figure 5.1 Customer Data collection 
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Figure 5.2 Data regarding ATM

status can be added into the central server as input through this software [9].

When any customer logs in into the mobile app then it can automatically start searching for

the  nearest  ATM  booth.  In  this  process  Haversine  formula[10]  has  been  applied  for

calculating the shortest path. For navigation this formula works as a vital equation [06] and

works with maximum accuracy [05]. Conventionally Haversine formula has been used for

calculating  the  distance  between  two  coordinates  on  a  sphere.  From  [07]  [08]  the

conventional equation of the popular Haversine formula is 

Haversine (θ) = 〖sin〗^2   θ/2 … (1)

Using this the distance between two coordinates for radius r can be calculated through 

d=2r 〖sin〗^ (-1)    √ (〖sin〗^2 ((α_2-α_1)/2) +cos  (α_1) cos  (α_2) 〖sin〗^2 ((β_2-

β_1)/2)) …………………………………. (2)
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Here r is the radius of the earth and �, � are the latitude and longitude respectively. Based on

the two equation a location-based recommendation algorithm has been developed [5]. In this

algorithm input will be the customer’s location (latitude and longitude) and couple of ATM

booth  locations  which  can  be  acquired  from the  central  server.  Then  an  array  has  been

initialized  for  storing  the  interspace  values  between  customer  and  the  ATM  booth.  For

example, If the system takes 3 ATM booth location a1, a2, a3 and a single customer location

C then it  will  calculate the interspace for customer location vs each ATM booth location

separately using Haversine formula and store the final value in the array I. Then the system

will place all the resultant values in ascending order. After that a map will be generated with

all the A locations and the nearest  ATM booth location will turn Green as per customers

closeness.

Algorithm: Location Based Recommendation Algorithm  

Input: 

Customer’s location (latitude and longitude) C (α_1, β_1)

Multiple ATM Booths location (latitude and longitude): A = [a1 (α_2, β_2), a2 〖 (α〗_3,

β_3), a3 〖 (α〗_4, β_4)] 

Output:

Values  of  interspaces  between customer  and all  the  ATM booths  location  categorized  in

ascending order according to customers adjacent.

Steps: 

Initializing: Array I 

For every a in A, 
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    - Calculate the interspace between C and a using Haversine formula.

     - Store the interspace values in I

Categorized the array I in ascending order

Generate  a  map including all  the  A locations  and separate  the nearest  location based on

closeness of C locations.
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Chapter 3

System Implementation

The total  system has been divided into three primary subsystems. The subsystems are as

follows- Fingerprint Device, Mobile Application, ATM Software.

3.1 Fingerprint Device

The Designing a fingerprint device for collecting biometric data from the client is the first

step of this research. As the device needs to be fit for the present ATMs that’s why a design

has  been  chosen  with  omnipresent  configuration  so  that  it  can  configure  itself  with  the

existing  machines.  The  device  consists  of  three  major  components  which  are  an  optical

fingerprint sensor, microcontroller board Arduino Uno with microchip ATmega328P and a

Bluetooth module. The total device needs to be compact so that it can be easily placed on the

ATM. Every module has been chosen under the consideration of building a robust device.

The developed device shown in Fig. 5 is connected with a central server through the ATM

software.

Figure 6. Original Device and 3D CAD Model

3.2 Mobile Application
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The second step of this research is to develop a custom designed mobile application for the 

customers. As android operating system is more popular and user friendly that’s why android 

studio has been used for designing this mobile application. User needs to log in into the 

application using a user ID and a password. 

This mobile app can automatically search the nearest ATM booth and get connected with an 

ATM when the phone maintains a specific distance using the Bluetooth option of the phone. 

Through internet the application is get connected with a central server management. A user-

friendly graphical user interface has been created for the customers shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 7. Graphical User Interface of mobile application

3.3 ATM Software
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The developed fingerprint device needs to get connected with an ATM for processing any

transaction. In this case for test purpose a desktop software has been developed which can

behave like a real-life ATM shown in Fig. 7. For developing this software C# programming

language has been used. The graphical user interface has been developed in a way that user

can get real life experience of using a real ATM. This software is also connected with the

central server. From fast cash option to balance inquiry option even fund transfer option has

been  included  into  the  desktop  software.  User  can  easily  control  the  movement  of  this

desktop software using the personalized mobile application. 

Each element of this total system is dependent on one another. For completing one single 

transaction each part of this system needs to work properly. If one single section of the 

Figure 8. Graphical User Interface of desktop ATM software

system is missing then the transaction process will not work. Using this type of complex

verification proper authentication can be ensured. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Analysis

Testing the developed system in real life is the way to justify the accuracy and reliability. In

this case there are two types of experiment have been conducted for verifying the system.

First

one is the testing of search algorithm, where finding the nearest ATM booth in the customized

mobile application using Haversine formula-based algorithm has been tested. Three different

ATM booth  coordinates  and a  user  coordinate  from the  place  Mohakhali,  Dhaka  -1212,

Bangladesh has been used as input in the algorithm. When the user  turns on the mobile

application then it automatically searches the nearby ATM booth. The application suggests

the nearest ATM booth using the algorithm values by turning the atm location identifier into

green.  In  this  process  the  algorithm successfully  detected  all  the  three  ATM booths  and

suggested the nearest ATM booth to the user show in Fig. 9.1 and 9.2.

Secondly, with real ATM there are a lot of sophisticated and confidential data connected to

the system, that’s why bank authorities did not give the permission to test  the developed

device with a real ATM. As there are restrictions about this issue so the device had been

tested using the custom designed ATM software in a local machine. The ATM software works

as a real-life ATM which will respond to the commands through showing some specified

notes on the monitor. So, the fingerprint device has been connected with the ATM software

via a desktop computer. The ATM software has been named ATM machine and the location of
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the ATM has been selected as Mohakhali, Dhaka-1212, Bangladesh. When the user turns on

the mobile application then it  automatically gets connected with the ATM software using

Bluetooth shown in fig 10. After placing the pin and the amount when the user gave the

fingerprint on the designated device which is connected with the ATM software then a note

“Transaction Completed” has been shown in the ATM software graphical user interface in

Fig. 11. In this way the developed fingerprint device and the ATM software has been tested

successfully.

Figure 9.1 Automatically searching nearby ATM. 9.2 Generated Map using the location-based
algorithm
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Figure 10. Building connection with the ATM software through mobile application

Figure 11. Successful completion of transaction
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Table 2. Experiment Result

Experiments
1. Search Algorithm Test

Search between ATM 
booth locations

Detection  of  ATM  booth
locations in map

Detection  of  nearest  ATM
booth location in map

3 3 1
2. Transaction Test in ATM Software

Mobile application 
connection with 
Fingerprint Device

Applying pin, amount & finger
print as input

Transaction Status

Successfully
Established

Successfully  Received  by  the
Device & the ATM Software

Transaction  Completed
Successfully

Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Concluding the research

Utilization of biometric based authentication systems in the banking sector is getting more

popular. For this type of system clients can enjoy secure transaction than past times. In this

research  a  total  banking  authentication  system  has  been  introduced  and  developed.

Fingerprint based biometric data collection device makes the system smooth. The location-

based algorithm ensures successful tracking of nearest ATM booths for user. Different custom

designed software makes the data collection and testing process easier. In the near future the

system can be modified for fulfilling all the requirements so that it can be tested with real

ATM. Collection of data can be increased for covering a large area and a large number of

customers. If all the modification can be done then this type of system can protect us from

unwanted situation during transaction and people can enjoy carefree banking services.

5.2 Future Work

In this research I have found a lot of scope of improvements in the automation software in

order  to  make  the  software  more  effective.  So,  in  the  future  I  will  implement  artificial

intelligence for searching the nearest  ATM in the shortest  time possible.  I  intent to work
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towards minimizing the total transaction time for a user in the ATM. I can optimize the time

by implementing AI for shortest path available. At first, I will take all of the ATM in Dhaka

City as a knowledge base and implement the AI to find the nearest  ATM in the shortest

possible time, eventually the entire country and the world.
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